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01283 744370
agencysales@rivieratravel.co.uk

WHY CHOOSE
RIVIERA TRAVEL?

Which? magazines highest rated river cruise provider

8 DAYS FROM £999PP OR 15 DAYS FROM £1,899PP
Brand New Hardy Suite

WHAT’S NEW FOR 2018?

4 nights - £59     7 nights - £99     14 nights - £199 
(Included with lunch and dinner: Red, white and rose house wine and the wine recommendations from the menu, draught beer,   
non-alcoholic beer, soft drinks and juices.)
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AS THIS year's joint Capital of Culture, Paphos has narrowly
beaten the Lithuanian capital, Vilnius, to take top spot in
the ninth annual Post Office Travel Money City Costs
Barometer of 36 European cities. 
At £138 for 12 typical city break costs – including an

evening meal for two with wine, drinks, two nights’ weekend
accommodation, sightseeing and city transport – Paphos is
one of four ‘sunshine’ cities in Western Europe to rival
Eastern capitals as the best choices for bargain hunters. 
Lower accommodation costs have helped Palma (£196)

leap up to tenth position from 18th place a year ago and
make it the only city of the 36 surveyed to show a price fall
(5%). Lisbon (£162), Western Europe’s cheapest capital city,
and Athens (£191) have both retained their top ten places
for the third year running.
Andrew Brown of Post Office Travel Money said: “This is

the first time since we started surveying tourist costs in
European cities eight years ago that we have seen so many
Western capitals provide the low prices usually associated
with Prague, Budapest and other Eastern European cities. 
“City breaks have emerged as the most popular type of

holiday for UK tourists in the past three years and, with

ongoing uncertainty about sterling, there is good reason for
people planning trips to do their homework carefully and
check where the pound will give them more for their
money. This year the sunshine cities that have made it into
our top ten look great value, with the promise of a sunny
climate as well as low prices.” 
Close on the heels of Paphos at just under £140 for the

12 city break staples, runner-up Vilnius is the cheapest of
the six Eastern European cities with places in the best
value top ten. Neighbouring Riga (£150) has overtaken
Warsaw (£154), last year’s top city, and Budapest (£157) to
move into third place. This is because local euro prices
have fallen by 5% in the Latvian capital, while
accommodation - £54 for two nights - is cheaper than in
any other city surveyed. 
By comparison, prices in the third Baltic capital, Tallinn

(£209), have risen 27% year-on-year, making the overall
cost for UK visitors 50% higher than in Vilnius.
But, while the survey found price rises in 33 of the 34

cities also surveyed last year, these have been contained to
10% or less in more than a third of those cities (excluding
accommodation, which has risen more sharply). This is
because the cost of tourist items in local currency has risen
only marginally and in several cases has fallen by up to 5%,
meaning that the only extra cost to UK visitors comes
because of the fall in sterling.
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CRUISE AND MARITIME Voyages (CMV) has praised the trade for its support during the first quarter of the year which has seen a record
numbers of bookings. Broadway Travel in Newcastle were one of many travel agents to benefit from the line's growth. In response to a
recent joint promotion with the company, five bookings were made by the agency worth more than £86,000 for the Columbus 2018 World
Cruise. Pictured with the cruise line's Daniel Steabler are, from the left: the agency's Laura Seymour, Adele McGough and Jan O’Connor.
The Columbus departs on January 5, 2018 and cruises around the world in 121 nights. Fares start from £15,499 for the first passenger and,
with the sharing passenger travelling free, reduces the price to £7,749 per person.

BROADWAY BOOKINGS...

City Costs Barometer finds Paphos cheapest of 36 European cities
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THE MOORINGS has launched a new seven-night 'Martinique
Rum Experience', ideal for agents to promote to customers
looking for something a little different on their next holiday. 
Based on a crewed catamaran, complete with a private

captain and gourmet chef, the holiday is ideal for those who
like the idea of the freedom a sailing holiday offers, but who
are not experienced sailors.   
Guests will pick up the crew and catamaran in St Lucia and

sail northwards to Martinique to embark on a week-long trip
up the west coast of the island, stopping at various points 
for rum-themed land tours and excursions, all with 
a private driver. 
Highlights of the week include a visit to Martinique’s

Habitation Clement, the only habitation which includes an
historic rum distillery. Visitors will learn how they make the
famous rum and discover what the ancient Creole culture is
like on the island. Also included is a visit to the well-preserved
Neisson rum distillery in Le Carbet to learn more about
Martinique’s rum traditions and the distillery which supports
local agriculture. 
The tour also includes lunch in a local restaurant in Fort de

France; a visit to the gardens of Balata featuring 3,000 species
of tropical plants and exotic flowers; and a visit to St. Pierre to
see the volcano site and take a guided train. 
Two crewed sail catamarans are available for the new tour

all with en-suite cabins: The Moorings 4800, which sleeps up to
six, and the flagship Moorings 5800, which sleeps up to ten and
also includes a host.  
Prices are inclusive of all meals, snacks and beverages,

along with snorkelling equipment, fishing gear, kayaks and
stand up paddleboards. A private driver is included ashore to
take guests to the rum distillery tours and various other
excursions, while flights can be added by the company. 
A seven-night private charter from St Lucia to Martinique

and back on a Moorings 5800 crewed yacht costs from £2,017
per person based on ten sharing in early June. It includes a
£133 per person for the add-on rum package and the yacht
charter (£1,884) is commissionable to agents.
For details see moorings.co.uk
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ABTA launches new Alternative Dispute Resolution scheme for personal injury
ABTA IS launching a new, independent Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) scheme for personal injury. The conciliation
scheme has been launched to offer a simple and cost effective means for members and consumers to resolve personal
injury claims, including holiday sickness claims, up to £10,000. 
The independent ADR scheme offers travel companies and holidaymakers a means of resolving complaints without

the need to go to court, which can be costly and time-consuming. ADR decisions take no longer than eight weeks from
start to finish. Additionally, with ADR there is no need for the holidaymaker to work with a claims management
company, meaning that they would receive any award in full. The scheme is administered by the Centre for Effective
Dispute Resolution (CEDR), which is approved by the Chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSI).
Since changes to the law in 2013, there has been a dramatic rise in holiday sickness claims, which now represent

nine in ten personal injury complaints received by ABTA members – a figure that stood at around 60% in 2013. Due to a
loophole in the law, holiday sickness claims have become a lucrative area for claims management companies who
typically take a significant cut out of any award.
ABTA’s ADR is open to holidaymakers who have booked with an ABTA travel company and are unable to resolve their

differences through the company’s complaints process. The scheme is voluntary and both parties have to agree to use
it. It involves disputes about an injury or sickness that the customer alleges was the fault of the company (or one of
their suppliers if they were on a package holiday). 
Simon Bunce, the association's director of legal affairs, said: “The new ADR scheme means that people who have

travelled with an ABTA tour operator can now access a straightforward, cost-effective and fair resolution service for
personal injury claims without the need to go to court. This enables members to save on legal costs and holidaymakers
to save time and sidestep claims firms that are likely to take a large slice of any award.”

MOVERS
�  FUNWAY HOLIDAYS' product and commercial director,
Melissa Tilling, has been promoted to managing
director, effective from April.

�  PORTAVENTURA WORLD PARKS & Resort has appointed
Mark Hopper as sales director for UK and Ireland.

�  RIVIERA TRAVEL has appointed Tamzin Bishop as
agency sales executive.

�  BACK-ROADS TOURING has announced the appointment
of Daryl Raven as global general manager.

�  WENDY WU Tours has promoted John Warr (alongside
already promoted Joe Sutcliffe) as co-deputy managing
director for its UK operations.

�  CARRIER HAS appointed Mark Duguid as 
managing director.

�  MONARCH HOLIDAYS has appointed three new business
development executives to its sales team as it reports a
significant increase in sales through its High Street
partners. Emma Fuller joins the team from within the
Monarch Group, whilst James Carvetta and Hayley
Morris join the company from High Street travel 
agency roles.

The Moorings launches new 
seven-night rum experience
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AWARD-WINNING TECHNOLOGY

UNRIVALLED CONNECTIVITY

TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS

       15:06:54

Villa Retreats starts selling through the trade 
VILLA RETREATS has announced that its portfolio of privately-owned rental properties and
'Posh Pads' is now available to agents for the first time. 
Offering an extensive range of VIP extras, the company hopes that the move will allow

them to connect with agents looking to offer clients in search of luxury, indulgence and
exclusivity, something over and above the usual villa holiday.
The company specialises in the Algarve, Mallorca, Andalucia, the Greek Islands and the

Balearics - and features more than 300 properties, each of which is hand-picked and visited
in person by a member of the team.
The company's managing director, Simon Rowland, said: "Over the last year we noticed the

number of enquiries from agents starting to grow, just by word of mouth. Those agents we
spoke to seemed to find our approach refreshing, particularly in terms of our ability to give
first-hand recommendations and our experience of providing top-end concierge services. 
"We felt that the time was right to start reaching out to the wider trade and hope that this

move will allow us to find like-minded agents and partners to work with. As our involvement
with agents continues to grow, we hope to be able to offer a range of incentives, product
training for agents and, crucially, opportunities for agents to join fam trips to sample some of
the properties for themselves. Agents should also be aware that villas have a high repeat
rental rate, so making a good impression and offering top-quality service can be lucrative in
the long term."
One of the operator’s key features which, according to Rowland, sets it apart from many

other villa rental agencies, is its concierge service. The team can tailor a booking to suit clients'
every requirement, from organising private yacht charters, private jets and chauffeurs, to
security, childcare, specialist chefs, party planning, spa treatments, sports coaching and more. 
In addition to concierge services, all agents working with the company will also benefit from

a non-branded and non-priced PDF brochure for every property; access to regularly updated
availability; a selection of corporate, celebration and event villas suitable for specialist
bookings; and a selection of properties tailored to meet clients' exact requirements.
For further information see villaretreats.com/agents or call 0800-988 5586.

Ticket on departure
option for SuperBreak's

rail bookings 
SUPERBREAK HAS launched
a new ‘ticket on departure’
option for selected rail
inclusive packages on
hundreds of routes around
the UK. This means
customers who have booked
a super saver rail fare can
now collect their rail tickets
from ticket machines in
stations, something that
hasn't been possible before,
with tickets usually posted. 
The new service means

that agents can fulfil any last
minute requests, with
bookings made 
via the operator's 
call centre. Online
bookability is expected to
follow shortly. 
For more information call
01904-436000 or visit
superbreak.com/agents
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Summer tickets now on sale with Voyages-sncf
VOYAGES-SNCF.EU has announced that tickets to two summer hot spots are now on sale. 
The coastline of Brittany and the vineyards of Bordeaux will both be reached in a

fraction of the current journey times this summer thanks to the opening of the highly
anticipated new high-speed rail services TGV Armorique and TGV Océane later this year.
Although the services themselves won’t start running until July 2, tickets for travel
between Paris and Brittany and Bordeaux are on sale. Demand is expected to be high so
agents should advise their clients to book early to secure the best fares.
Services commence on July 2 when the new TGV Océane will reduce journey times

from Paris to Bordeaux by up to one hour and 15 minutes with a frequency of more than
33 return journeys a day. Travellers will cover the 581km from the centre of Paris to the
centre of Bordeaux in two hours and four minutes. It is anticipated that 2.4 million
passengers a year will travel on the line.
At the same time, tickets for the new TGV Armorique service will go on sale. This new

route will link Paris to Rennes in one hour 25 minutes, a saving of 40 minutes on the
current journey times, with more than 29 return journeys per day. Around 1.5 million
passengers are expected to use the line every year. 
The two new high-speed routes will open the regions of Brittany and the south-west of

France to rail travellers. Additional destinations including Toulouse – with six return
journeys per day in a time of four hours and nine minutes – Poitiers, Angoûleme and La
Rochelle will benefit from TGV Océane services, while TGV Armorique will also serve
Brest and Quimper in Brittany, with reductions in journey times to both destinations of
up to 45 minutes.
Running on both these new routes are newly designed TGV trains, travelling at speeds

of up to 320km per hour. On board features include increased leg room, seating which
can swivel to face the direction of travel, on board Wi-Fi, large tables with plugs and USB
ports plus moveable personal lights.
To book or for further information see voyages-sncf.eu or call 0844-848 4066.

MICHELLE'S MOMENT...The Celebrity Cruises sales team has been out
on the road this week accompanied by a team of butlers delivering top
selling agents their own Celebrity Moment. Prize winners are those
who were the best performing with the most sales growth throughout
January and February. The top ten agents won £1,000 worth of
Celebrity Rewards points and 100 agents won £500 worth which they
can convert into luxury items or cash. A bottle of bubbly was also
delivered to celebrate the occasion. Pictured with Michelle Parsons
from Thomson, who won £500 worth of points, is the butler and Neil
Davies from Celebrity Cruises. 

New promotional
fares from Finnair 

FINNAIR HAS released
extra special sale fares for
a variety of Asian
destinations. Customers
booking between now and
April 13 have access to
fare reductions on flights
to Asia from the UK via
Helsinki for travel by
March 18, 2018. 
The promotional fares

include popular business
and leisure destinations
such as Krabi, Phuket,
Hong Kong, Delhi,
Singapore and Shanghai.
The airline flies from

Heathrow, Manchester and
Edinburgh to 18
destinations across Asia
via Helsinki. 
As an example of

prices, travellers can visit
the limestone cliffs and
coastline of Krabi from
£465 in Economy Class 
or enjoy a break to
Beijing from £1,302 in
Business Class. 
For details or to book see
finnair.com

TTNG to hold annual
conference in Monaco 
THE TRAVEL Network
Group (TTNG) has
announced that Monaco
will be the destination for
its 2017 conference, with
the two-day event taking
place from November 19-
21 at the Fairmont Hotel in
Monte Carlo.
Gary Lewis, the group's

CEO, said: “Following our
successful conferences of
the past, and especially
the last one on-board
Celebrity’s Eclipse in
2016, we knew we needed
to find a destination that
was extra special and one
that members would love
to visit. 
"In Monaco I believe we

will have totally surpassed
members’ expectations.
Monaco is not only a truly
stunning and prestigious
destination offering a
wealth of luxury, but
conveniently situated only
two hours away from the
UK with excellent flight
links and a good climate in
the winter months."
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TABLE TALK...TAP Portugal and Manchester Airport recently
partnered to organise a trade networking evening at the Brazilian
restaurant, The Fazenda, in Manchester earlier this month. The
event was organised to celebrate the increase in the carrier's
frequencies from Manchester to Lisbon (double daily flights),
offering additional connections to its long-haul network. Pictured
enjoying the evening are, clockwise from the left: Laura Cox, Cheryl
Walsh, Lesley Sargeant and Clare Monks, all from Hogg Robinson.

New historian
programme from
Viking Cruises  

VIKING CRUISES has rolled
out its new Viking Resident
Historian programme on
Viking Star, Viking Sea and
Viking Sky this month.
A carefully selected

faculty of historians will
provide an enhanced level
of enrichment for guests
on all the line's ocean
cruise ships, specific to 
the itinerary. 
They will also conduct

seminar-style roundtables
– smaller, more intimate
forums for discussion with
guests, where the resident
historian will examine in-
depth subjects related to
their own area of
specialisation and/or
particular areas of interest
of the guests.
As with other onboard

lectures, the Viking
Resident Historian series
will be presented in The
Theater – and will also be
filmed and made available
for guests on the in-room
entertainment system for
the duration of the cruise.
The series is currently
being professionally filmed
and, starting in early 2018,
will be available in its
entirety on-demand
through the in-room
entertainment system on
all the line's river and
ocean ships.  

newsbulletin
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roomsXML.com issues new version of
API to offer improved search function
ROOMSXML HAS launched its new version of API, which
allows users to search for multiple hotels in a single request.  
With use of advanced database technologies and

inventory customisation, the response times for
availability searches is now less than one second, and the
company has also worked on optimising the API structure,
which significantly lowers the data size and processing
times on the client system. 
For travel agents using the B2B panel, the company's

Q-Push feature has also received a makeover so that
agents can email quotations directly to their customers
from the system. Agents can also now select the rooms
and rates they want to include in the quotation which
brings in a new level of customisation. 
The company's founder and executive chairman, Prakash

Bang, said: “It is an exciting time at roomsXML with the roll
out of all the new upgrades. We want to continue being
innovative – that’s the DNA we were born with. 
“There are already quite a few projects in the pipeline

which will get rolled out over the course of the year to
truly give unparalleled user experience to our travel
agent partners.”

All vegan ocean
cruise from CMV 

CRUISE & MARITIME
Voyages (CMV), in
association with Vegan
Travel, has announced a
special all vegan ocean
cruise on its new flagship
Columbus sailing on
September 25 from Tilbury
to the Norwegian Fjords. 
The menu on the cruise

will be 100% vegan with
culinary creations from
buffets to multi-course
dinners, along with guest
speakers offering expert
knowledge on diverse
vegan subjects, lifestyle
classes and a wellness
programme, all from
£669 per person including
gratuities. The price is
based on two sharing a
twin inner cabin and
includes food,
entertainment, wellness
facilities, activities, 
guest speaker lectures
and gratuities. 
The line is also able to

accommodate those
following gluten free, raw
food and macrobiotic diets. 
Ports of call include

Eidfjord, Flam, Geiranger
and Bergen, and although
Columbus essentially
operates as an adult-only
ship, children are 
welcome on the vegan
cruise for £289.
For more information see
cruiseandmaritime.com 
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•  Win a stay for the family at Europa
Park Theme Park & Resort in
Germany 

•  Win a FAM Trip place to Italy with
Just You & Travelsphere

•  Visit Tallinn are giving away a
Goody Bag of Estonian treats

•  Win a £50 Love2Shop voucher &
World Duty Free prizes, courtesy
of Birmingham Airport 

WELL IT’S happened; an attack at
Westminster London and sadly several people
dead. I think those people around were quick

to respond and it sends out a strong message to
others that we are not a pushover as the attacker was
shot dead very quickly. I hope this doesn’t stop visitors
to London or the terrorists have won! 
Did someone say it was spring? So far this week

we’ve had hail, snow and torrential rain up north.
Being positive though, let’s hope it makes people
think more about going on holiday to find the sun. 
I attended the Geordie Ball at Gosforth Park - well

done Darren Philips for a brilliant night - the food,
company and hotel were all excellent. My Yorkshire
Masquerade Ball is next on July 13 and the way time
is passing it will soon be here.
Talking of the Yorkshire Ball, I met up with Trevor

Davis from 3For. We go back 30 years together and
have seen a few changes in this wonderful industry
we are in. He has his own company now and they give
full service sales and marketing support to the travel
and leisure industry. He is helping me with the menus
etc., for the Yorkshire Ball as well - I think they will be
a ‘collector’s item!’ They also do event organisation,
telesales and training, and their clients include Kuoni,
Thomas Cook, Monarch, Holiday Extras, Classic
Collection and Gold Medal to name just a few. Have a
look at their website www.3for.co - I think you will be
surprised at what they do.
Spent a day with Sandra Bruce who represents

various hotels abroad and also St.Raphael’s Resort
Hotel in Limassol. She wanted to spread the word to
agents so I took her to Leeds, Pudsey, Bradford and
Batley to meet a few. It reminded me of my days with
Thomson Holidays in Leeds in 1976 when I worked at
their regional office and also did some repping driving
round visiting agents. I certainly don’t envy anyone
that has to drive around these days - the traffic is
horrendous!
‘It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you

do not stop’ and ‘You cannot have a positive life and a
negative mind’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Normanton...
Notes from

NEWS BITES
�  NEXT MONTH jazz lovers across the globe will descend on the
Caribbean’s most southerly island, Tobago, for its annual Jazz
Experience, being held from Saturday April 22 to Sunday April 30.
Music icon and ‘Slave to the Rhythm’ singer, Grace Jones will
headline this year’s event, along with ‘Mr Loverman’ star, Shabba
Ranks and Grammy award-winner D’Angelo and the Vanguard.
Details at tobagojazzexperience.com

�  ORIZONTE, a golf course management company in Portugal, has
extended its choice of hotel accommodation following the
redevelopment of the popular Tryp Costa Caparica and the
addition of the prestigious Casa Palmela. For details email
info@orizontegolf.com or visit orizontegolf.com

�  HAVEN’S NATURE Rockz programme is adding new activities for
2017. They include ‘Survival Bracelet’ making, ‘Dreamcatcher’
making, 'Storytelling', 'Cave Art' and 'Guided Bird Identification'. 

�  TOURICO HOLIDAYS has announced a new distribution
partnership with loveholidays, which specialises in matching
consumers with their dream holidays. The partnership means that
the online travel agency will be able to offer Tourico’s inventory of
hotels in the US and the Caribbean as demand for each region
grows. Tourico also provides loveholidays with hotels in Spain,
Portugal and Mexico.
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HATS OFF TO HANNAH…Hannah Watson fromSkyplane Worldchoice in Norwich, Norfolk was one ofour latest Su Doku winners and picked up £50 in M&Svouchers. For your chance to win complete the puzzleon page 11. 

agentbulletin
Booking incentives

�  Japan Links Travel is giving
agents an Easter Chocolate hamper
when they make any booking to
Japan over the value of £3,000 in
April. See japanlinkstravel.co.uk

�  Aqua Expeditions, which has
recently announced a new series of
seven-night cruises in 2017/18, is
giving the first travel agent to
book a seven-night full charter
cruise hosted by Cousteau a week-
long holiday for two at the five-
star Jean-Michel Cousteau Resort
in Fiji. For details email
reservations@aquaexpeditions.com 

Agent Offer
�  AccorHotels has launched a
nationwide campaign targeting
UK agents and planners aiming
to increase the number of
meeting and event bookings
made throughout 2017, with
prizes including theatre
tickets, attraction tickets
and a luxury trip for two to
Phuket. For a chance to win,
agents should visit
winwithaccor.com and register
their confirmed meetings and
events online.

AGENT TRAINING
ENJOY ILLINOIS and Choose Chicago have launched
their Brand USA Discovery Programme Badges ahead
of the 2017 MegaFam. The Illinois badge will allow
agents to discover the iconic land marks along Route 66,
the history of Abraham Lincoln in Springfield and the
varied nightlife throughout the state. The Chicago badge
will showcase the mix of accommodation, family
attractions and the music which gives Chicago its unique
sound. For details see enjoyillinois.com

AGENTS WHO complete the revamped Canada
Specialist Programme, Destination Canada’s training
programme for agents, will automatically be sent a new
box of promotional items personalised to themselves and
their agency. The box includes a mini pop-up desk banner
designating the agent as a Canada Specialist; double
sided hanging window display; Canada bunting; a window
sticker designating the agent as a Canada Specialist;
badge and certificate; and a pop-up display. 
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events by Classic Collection

Advertorial

CLASSIC COLLECTION Holidays recently hosted their largest ever roadshow at The Royal Horseguards Hotel in
Whitehall. More than 80 agents were treated to an informal workshop, five course dinner and prizes at the

prestigious venue. Sponsors were Belmond, Castell son Claret Mallorca, Palladium Hotel Group, Elounda Beach
Crete, Clear Marketing Barbados, Adrian Hotels, Blue Palace Crete, Atlantis Hotels Fuerteventura, Asia Gardens

Costa Blanca, and Starwood Hotels

Photography Courtesy of Nick Ford

Seyyare Bezzade & Mimoza Bag, Diplomat Travel,
and Ernesto Tornero Haldon, Adrian Hotels Sarah Hichin, Robert Pyle, John Louis Veppen, Alex Tweedy, Flight Centre

Amanda Gore & Penny Brown of The Goldalming Travel Centre
with Kimberly Anne Berryman of Asia Gardens

Shannalee Jayatunge, Capricorn Travel
wins a stay at Blue Palace, Crete from

Charlotte Van Koenen
Sharron Roat, Julie Gooding,

Abbotts Travel

Christine Clark, Egencia wins a stay in
Barbados from Andrew Hillier,

Clear Marketing
Sarahlee Ettienne & Jyoti Doshi, Thomas Cook Marble Arch; Magdalena Tabaka, Atlantis Hotels; Julie Simmonds

& Jan Westpfel, Travel Solutions, Bromley.

Pam Jackson, Travel Dream, Jan Coulson & June Riggs,
Symphony World Travel

Rowen Connelly, Laura Marchall & Debby Saunders from 
Thomas Cook, Woking
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Where Am I?

This town is renowned for its unique rows of 3,000 ancient
standing stones (dating from 4,000BC) its oyster farming heritage

as well as its beaches, which are popular with tourists.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, April 6th. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for 17th March is Laurie Mathieson, BCD Travel

in Hull.

March 17th Solution: A=7    B=9    C=6    D=8

Number: 013

Across 
1. Cruise line operated by Carnival UK (6)
3. Currency of Thailand (4)
7. Nigerian city (5)
9. English county (5)
10. Longest river in South Africa (6)
13. Island group popular with holidaymakers,

sounds like a bird (6)
15. Luxury travel and tour operator (5)
17. Trinidad-born rapper, ___ Minaj (5)
18. Italian holiday isle (4)
19. Capital of Bahrain (6)

Down 
1. Leading Scottish premiership football club (6)
2. BBC2 cookery show, Simply ___ (7)
4. Amsterdam Schiphol airport code (3)
5. Form of transport (4)
6. Her image was recently projected onto the

White Cliffs of Dover (4,4)
8. Bratislava is the capital (8)
11. The city of Santiago de Compostela is

popular with visitors to this Spanish 
region (7)

12. Capital of the Philippines (6)
14. Largest island of the Inner Hebrides (4)
16. Spherical object, found in Torbay (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 26

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

01
3

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Agents embarked on a North American
adventure with Travel Bulletin last week as

our showcases journeyed to Bristol and,
for the very first time, Dublin. Taking place
at the Bristol Harbour Hotel and Clayton
Hotel Dublin Airport, agents got to boost

their knowledge of some great
destinations by networking with tourist
boards, resorts and operators, plus had
the chance to dine on delicious food and

win some wonderful prizes!

eventbulletindublin

#TBSHOWCASES

SOMETHING DIFFERENT…From the left, Amy Fitzpatrick, Gemma Fee
and April Mehhan, all from Falcon Travel Shop, Omni Shopping Park chat
with Graham Hennessey from DoSomethingDifferent. 

TRAVEL CHAT…Catching up at the drinks reception are, from the left:
Travel Counsellors’ Annette McCann, Karen Morgan Murphy, Jeanette
Coughlan, Andre Bedford, Helen Kelly and Phyllis Walters.

A SPRING IN THEIR STEP…From the left, Charlotte Forrester from
Greater Palm Springs discusses the latest destination updates with
Laura Burke, Elaine McManus and Yvonne Tully from Budget Travel and
Ciara Foley from Platinum Travel.

INTREPID EXPLORERS…Chris Castle (left) from Intrepid Travel chats
with, from the left: Amanda Whelan, Nicole Branagan, Shirley
Webster and Kathy Core, all from Cassidy Travel, Swords.

TEXAN TREATS…Julie Greenhill (left) of Texas Tourism presents goodie
bag winner Karen Charles from Falcon Travel Shop in Clarehall with a
host of Texas Tourism treats.

EXPLORING COLORADO…Jim Odoire of Colorado Tourism
congratulates Angel Chua from American Holidays, who won a
Colorado Osprey Daylite Backpack.

ADVENTURE BOUND…Andre Bedford from Travel Counsellors wins a
500 euro voucher from G Adventures’ John Grehan to be put towards
any of the operator’s holidays.
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bristoleventbulletin

Want to get in on the #TBSHOWCASES action? Join in the fun at our Caribbean
Showcase in Edinburgh on April 10 and in Newcastle on April 11. Reserve your place by

emailing oliver.barton@travelbulletin.co.uk 

ACTIVE QUEBEC…Elisa-Maud Tersou of Quebec
Tourism presents winner Gary Holmes from
Not Just Travel with a £50 Decathlon voucher.

AGENT READY…Getting ready to meet with agents are, from the left:
Michelle Halsey from Titan, Melissa Sanchez Groeneweg from Expedia
and Catherine Reeves from Birmingham Airport.

EXCITING START…Alice Cutting (left) and Emma Casburn (middle) from
Infinity Travel meet with Caroline Page from Excite Holidays at the
evening’s networking reception.

CANOE ADVENTURE…Idaho Tourism’s Nadia Flachi
(right) presents a canoeing adventure voucher to Thea
Gillingham from Flight Centre in Bristol.

HELLO HAWAII…Malcolm Aldcroft representing Hawaiian Airlines
talks to a table of attentive agents.

GOING GLOBAL…Gabo Quiros (middle) of G Adventures presents to: (from the bottom left,
clockwise): Charlotte Harris, Lisa Weakley, Natasha Carter, Abby Isacc, Geoffrey Pook and
Becky Baumbeck, all from Global Independent Travel.

MOET FOR MURRAY…Sarah Hanson from Palm Springs
Bureau of Tourism presents a bottle of Moet Champagne
to Murray Christmas of Flight Centre, Bristol.
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Industry
Insight by...

Honesty is the best policy when it comes to advising your clients says 
Derek Morre, chairman of AITO...

THE RECENT inquest into the deaths in Tunisia has
raised the question of operator liability if there is a
terrorist incident and tourists are killed or injured.

What is clear is that the operator and agent are legally
required to answer, to the best of their ability, any
queries posed by potential travellers, and not to mislead
them. So what should we tell clients when they ask 
for advice…?
Seemingly some operators and agents are not

mentioning the relevant FCO Travel Advice as part of the
booking process, or are suggesting that ‘if it wasn’t
safe, it wouldn’t be on sale’. It’s as if the issue of FCO
Advice is something to be dodged, ignored or 
played down.
A kite-mark system has been suggested, but this will

have the same drawbacks as the FCO Advice; it cannot
always be bang up to date and – like the FCO Advice –
will always be, effectively, a ‘guesstimate’ based on the
latest information available to those deciding the kite-
mark parameters.
What to do? A blunt fact: no-where is completely safe.

Some places, such as Syria, are clearly unsafe. Some
destinations have a history of terrorist attacks – Turkey,
Egypt, Tunisia, Paris, Brussels and, unfortunately once
again, London. But this does not definitively tell us, or
the FCO, whether or not there may be more. Some
places have no history of terrorist attacks - but that
doesn’t mean they are safe. Some group, or lone jihadi,
could be planning to strike somewhere so far untouched
– arguably perhaps the best target, since no-one will be
expecting it.
Any travel involves some risk, and travellers need to

understand that.
Most clients do not bother to read the FCO Advice,

any more than most of us bother to read the small print

when we buy a vacuum cleaner. They prefer to rely on
the operator or agent for their advice. So we have to
change two perceptions: firstly, that it is not necessary
to read the FCO Advice and, secondly, that there is any
fool-proof way of saying whether or not a destination 
is safe.
How to do this? Warnings in prominent positions on

all website pages and client documentation that
‘nowhere is safe’ would be a little too negative.
However, an explanation that any travel abroad carries
some risk would seem reasonable, particularly if
accompanied by a comment that we, like the FCO, can
only go on the previous history of a destination.
Financial advice carries the warning ‘past performance
does not constitute an indication of future performance’.
It’s the same with travel advice, no matter the source.
We need to make checking the FCO Advice part of the

enquiry and booking process: “Let’s just check current
FCO Advice” should be a part of any and all
conversations. Websites should have a prominent click
through link to FCO Advice. And travel documents
should have, as part of their tick-box checklist, ‘FCO
Advice checked’.
Whilst some of these ideas might sound somewhat

negative, either you ignore any less-than-wonderful FCO
Advice in order to close a sale, or you decide to be
upfront and honest – hopefully the latter. You might then
lose a sale to one destination but, having gained the
trust and respect of a client for being honest, win a sale
to another destination.
Taking this approach also means that the client, once

made aware of the relevant FCO Advice, has to take
some responsibility for their decision whether to travel
or not.
Maybe being up front and honest can pay off.

bulletinbriefing

travelbulletin.co.ukMarch 31 201714
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greece

WITH APPROXIMATELY 2.9 million UK visitors in 2016
according to the latest figures from the Bank of
Greece – an increase of 20.8 % compared to 2015 –

Greece is proving to be one of the most popular destinations
for UK travellers and it is looking like 2017 will be equally
positive for Greek tourism. 

With multiple new flight routes to Greece from various UK
tour operators and airlines and positive early booking
indications, we look forward to welcoming even more UK
visitors to the country. Greece is a destination of many facets
with good value for money, so when people come to choose
their holiday they know that Greece has everything they are
looking for. It is a safe destination, with guaranteed sunshine,
amazing landscapes, warm hospitality and a fascinating history
and culture. On top of this, we are continuing to improve and
widen our products year-on-year.  

Cultural renaissance
With a history and culture so extensive, varied and ancient,
many visitors to Greece don’t often think about modern Greek
culture, but during 2016 and 2017, Greece has opened the
doors to no less than four culturally significant centres and
museums in stunning architecturally designed spaces, which
is arguably heralding a new era in modern culture and
architecture in Greece. The new cultural sites are:
� The Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Centre in
Athens which which houses the new facilities for Greek
National Opera, the National Library of Greece and
Stavros Niarchos Park.

� The National Museum of Contemporary Art’s operation of
the temporary exhibition spaces in the historic FIX
Brewery building on Syngrou Avenue, central Athens.

� The Silversmith museum located in Ioannina’s fortress
showcasing the work of its famous silversmiths, who
have handcrafted silver from the nearby mines since the
15th century.  

� The Chios Mastic Museum in Southern Chios – the only
site in the Mediterranean where the skinos plant is
cultivated and from which the gum ‘mastic’ is produced.

Gastronomic revolution
Visitors to Greece used to think of Greek food in terms of
moussaka and retsina, but these past few years have seen a
gastronomic revolution. There is now a modern contemporary
gastronomic scene with celebrity chefs, a new breed of wine
makers, Michelin star restaurants and various centres of
gastronomy sweeping visitors off their feet. Domestic produce

that was perhaps previously overlooked is now being
rediscovered, transformed and redesigned. This movement is
evident in all aspects and types of restaurants - from urban
street food and the development of the ‘gastro-taverna’
(something akin to the British gastropub), to fine dining that
has developed significantly over the last decade and can now
boast an array of awards.

Moreover, indigenous wine varieties, such as the rare
Assyrtiko of Santorini, the captivating Agiorgitiko of Nemea and
the intriguing Xinomavro of Naousa have now become the
choice of sommeliers all over the world, while currently there
are 11 microbreweries scattered throughout the country that
are experimenting, coming up with new ideas and drawing
from all brews.

Outdoor adventures for everyone
While many holidaymakers head to Greece for a relaxing beach
holiday, we are also seeing an increasing demand from
visitors wanting to discover Greece’s beautiful and varied
landscapes, which are dotted with ancient monuments and
fascinating landmarks, perfect for exploring by bike or 
on foot. 

Greece is a country of beautiful contradictions; you can
walk through the olive groves and archaeological sites,
move on to clusters of islands, visit beaches and mountains
and explore the breathtaking scenery all in one trip. 

Road cycling, mountain biking and bike sharing have all
been enjoying a growing popularity in Greece. All levels of
difficulty can be catered for as Greece has varied terrain,
from mountains and gorges to gentle coastal paths.  

Walkers and hikers also have a wide range of beautiful
landscapes to discover, both in established regions as well
as in little-known countryside areas. There is a broad
network of ‘official’ walking paths stretching some 3,500km
across Greece, created from old cobbled paths that used to
be the main transport routes across the country. 

Last but not least, Greece and sailing are almost
synonymous. With around 6,000 islands and 16,000km of
coastline, Greece is a sea-faring nation and one of the best
places to learn and enjoy sailing. 

Beginners can enjoy the calm waters around the Ionian
and Sporades islands, while more experienced sailors can
charter their own yacht, which provides the opportunity to
sail among beautiful clusters of islands both in the Ionian
and the Aegean Sea, to visit inaccessible beaches and to
swim with safety in exceptionally clear and 
transparent waters.

Christina Kalogera, UK & Ireland director of the Greek National Tourism
Organisation reveals what gives Greece its timeless appeal...
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Greece is the word for new all-
inclusive holiday with Saga
SAGA GUESTS can stay on an all-inclusive basis at the
Potidea Palace Hotel, set on the west coast of Halkidiki.

Ideal for clients seeking a beach holiday, the resort also
offers plenty of watersports including water-skiing and
parasailing. There’s also a spa centre and four bars
throughout the resort, while all meals are served in the
main restaurant which specialises in Mediterranean cuisine
and features its own terrace overlooking the Aegean Sea.
The hotel also has its own wine cellar containing more than
1,000 varieties of Greek wines and spirits. Guests can
sample and learn about the wines as well as 
make purchases.

Guests travelling through the operator have two included
excursions as part of the package - a trip to the
cosmopolitan town of Thessaloniki and a visit to the
Petrálona Cave and red rock cavern with wine tasting. 

Seven nights start from £699 departing in October with a
choice of departures from Gatwick from July through 
to October. 
For details call 0800-300500 or visit saga.co.uk/greece

SIMPLY LUXURY by Travel 2 has added
the recently opened five-star Domes
Noruz Chania, Autograph Collection
Hotel in Crete to its portfolio. 

Located in Agioi Apostoloi, the adult-
only hotel is sister property of the
family-friendly Domes of Elounda.
Room types include the Upbeat Retreat
(modern rooms with pool views or sea

view rooms with plunge pool), the
Wellness Loft (spa suites expanding
over two floors with a pool view and
outdoor Jacuzzi), Sublime Loft
(modern rooms with plunge pool or
outdoor Jacuzzis expanding over two
floors) and the Have Suites (sea view
rooms with sea views and direct
access to the beach).

As an example of packages, seven
nights at the resort in an Upbeat
Retreat Pool View with a plunge pool
including breakfast, flights and private
transfers costs from £1,069 per person
for a May 3 departure.
For futher information or to make a
booking visit travel2.com or 
call 0800-022 4182.

Simply Luxury by T2 adds five-star Domes Noruz Chania in Crete

MONARCH HAS increased its offering on the island of Rhodes for
clients seeking a Greek island escape this summer. As an example,
the five-star Lindian Village in Lardos is a traditionally styled property
with all mod-cons where guests can spend their days on the hotel’s
beach, around one of its pools or at the spa, with the chance to also
visit a Turkish bath. Room types include double rooms (standard or
family), River Passage Suites (junior or pool), Ottoman Gardens Suites
(junior, pool, family and honey), all of which offer garden or sea views.
There is also a range of options at meal times with a choice of a buffet
restaurant and four à la carte restaurants. A seven-night stay leads in
at £595 per person based on two adults sharing on a bed-and-
breakfast basis with flights from Gatwick on May 5. Visit agents-book-
holidays.monarch.co.uk

Greek Odyssey launch from Explore
EXPLORE IS offering customers a free extra hotel night
worth up to £190 per person when they book selected trips
to Greece by April 10. 

The operator’s new ten-day ‘Greek Odyssey – Highlights
of Mainland Greece’ travels from Athens up to Thessaloniki.
Guests can discover the Acropolis in Athens, Olympia,
Mycenae, Epidavros and take a boat trip to see the
monasteries on Mount Athos. They can then enjoy a sunset
walk with views over the ancient stadium of Delphi, sample
traditional Ouzo during a tasting session and take a
catamaran to Poros Island situated in the Saronic Gulf. 

Trips depart in April, May, September and October and
cost from £1,479 per person. This includes flights, nine
nights' hotel accommodation on a bed-and-breakfast basis,
transport and the services of a tour leader, driver and 
local guides.
Visit explore.co.uk for more information.
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With a private sandy beach, crystal clear
waters and breath taking panoramic views,
Daios Cove Luxury Resort and Villas offers
designer rooms, suites and villas at their
finest. Indulge in the new Residents Club, a
brand new concept offering a unique range of
inclusive benefits created exclusively for Villa
guests. With its coastal views and beach
setting, Daios Cove offers an awe-inspiring
escape in Agios Nikolaos of Crete

For more information on how to 
book email: 

Scott.langridge@daioshotels.com

www.daioscovecrete.com

commercialfeature
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SET AMID gardens and palm-fringed lagoons, the five-star
Amirandes Grecotel Exclusive Resort in Crete is celebrating its 
ten-year anniversary. Guests can expect some specially designed
events throughout the summer season and a few brand-signature
surprises in-room and around the resort. 
For more information visit amirandes.com

greece

Kensho prepares for official opening 
KENSHO BOUTIQUE Hotel & Suites in Mykonos will be
reopening on April 12 for its first full season after a
successful soft launch last year.

The hotel’s spa consists of a beauty salon, hammam
and massage rooms, but also comes with a cave spa,
which includes a large Jacuzzi and two colour-therapy
chairs. 

New additions for this year include an outdoor
massage area so that guests can enjoy the Mykonian
sun and the views over Ornos Bay while enjoying
rejuvenating treatments.

Another way to enjoy the view is at the rooftop bar and
restaurant, where signature cocktails and a
Mediterranean-inspired menu are available. 

Each uniquely designed room also comes with an iPad
pre-loaded with the hotel’s app, allowing guests to order
room service at the touch of a button, as well as use of
unlimited music lists. 

The property also offers a renewed menu of wedding
and honeymoon packages that combine its design with
views across the island of Mykonos and the sea as a
backdrop for the couple’s special day.
Visit kenshomykonos.com

Attraction World parties hard in Kavos with a VIP package 
ATTRACTION WORLD is promoting its exclusive ‘VIP Kavos Party’ package offering a series of party benefits that
cannot be purchased elsewhere. 

There are three tiers to choose from: the Essentials Package for a week of clubbing for £49 per person which
includes entry to Club Trinity Live, White Party, Holi Powder Party, Baywatch Pool Party, and Quayside Pool Party
on nights running through the week plus a discount wristband and a ‘Party Hard’ t-shirt; the Ultimate Package for
a week which features all of the above plus a Kavos Booze Cruise and BBQ, Super Paint Party and Future Club,
with a free bar for three hours for £106; and a VIP Package for a week including all of the above for £139 plus a
bottle of Champagne per person during the Quayside Village Pool Party, White Party and Baywatch 
Pool Party. 

The operator is also able to provide similar packages in Malia from £59 and in Zante from £49 per person.

RENOWNED AS a family destination
where children can enjoy specially
crafted facilities with a focus on
promoting learning and fun, Costa
Navarino is launching two new
activities for the 2017 season.

The ‘Young Archaeologists in
Action’ programme gives younger
guests the opportunity to discover
ancient Greek history through
excavation, learning the precise skills
involved in archaeology including data
recording, design, conservation and
deciphering ancient writing on clay

tablets. Alternatively, the ‘Young
Gardeners’ programme encourages
children to plant their own seeds and
bring their own seasonal fruits and
vegetables from the farm to the table,
becoming involved in the culinary
traditions of the region. 

For older adventurers the resort
offers a variety of authentic cultural
experiences. These include
Philosophy Walks, olive oil tasting
sessions and cookery lessons with
locals. Alternatively, families can
experience the natural surroundings

of the region and explore the
coastline with a tour on a luxury
yacht, cycle through the olive
groves or go diving.

British Airways has announced
the extension of weekly direct
flights to Kalamata from April
until the end of October,
departing from Heathrow, making
the destination even more
accessible for visitors. Flights
start from £52 one-way.
For more information visit
costanavarino.com

Costa Navarino gets young archaeologists involved in new kids programme
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A POPULAR year-round holiday hotspot to enjoy miles of sandy beach, families heading to Daytona
Beach can also explore its many state and local parks and embark on eco-tours, hiking and biking
trails, canoe and kayak rentals and narrated river cruises. From manatees in the brackish waters of
the Halifax River, to dolphins gliding through the Atlantic Ocean, the area offers a diverse range of
marine life and is one of the top reasons why many visitors make their way to this part of the east
Florida coastline. Visit daytonabeach.com 

Holland’s Efteling offers new attractions this summer 
EFTELING IN the south of Holland will be celebrating its 65th anniversary this year with the
opening of the new accommodation option of Loonsche Land, along with the summer
arrival of the family-friendly attraction ‘Symbolica: Palace of Fantasy’, the park’s largest
ride to date.
Aimed at families, musical mushrooms will lead young guests through the Fairytale

Forest where they can explore interactive attractions - from classic fairytales to live shows
including stunt riders and a water show.
There is accommodation to suit all families - from a themed King Suite or Flying

Dutchman in the Efteling Hotel, to apartments with a separate room for the children at the
Holiday Village Bosrijk or Lakeside Holiday Cottages. 
There are also several restaurants to experience in the park, and guests can also order

a pizza delivery straight to their door.
Prices start from £495 for a two-night stay for two adults and two children at the Efteling

Hotel, including breakfast and three-day early entry park tickets.

familyholidays

COX & KINGS has a new range of family
holidays which have been created especially
for families seeking adventure and discovery.
Nigel Hosking, head of product for the

operator, said: “The new holidays have been
designed with the aim of inspiring family
members of all generations to get out into the
world and experience its countless 
wonders firsthand. 
“Families can learn to cook like a local, zip-

wire above the rainforest canopy, track wild
animals, snorkel amid shoals of tropical fish,
hike to centuries-old temples, haggle their
way around chaotic markets and explore
backroads by bicycle and backwoods 
by snowmobile.”
As an example, families can combine the

highlights of western Canada with soft
adventure activities on the nine-day ‘Western

Canada Family Adventure’ through British
Columbia and Alberta. 
Priced from £995 per person (excluding

flights) clients can explore Vancouver, stay on
a ranch and discover the Rocky Mountains.
Alternatively, a 14-day ‘India: Taj, Tigers &

Beaches Family Adventure’ offers an
introduction to India by combining the nation’s
most celebrated sights with a tiger searching
adventure in Ranthambore National Park from
£2,695 per person. 
All the holidays in the collection operate on

a private basis with guideline prices based on
older children; young children or infants will
generally be cheaper. 
On most of the tours a private vehicle and

driver is available, while a private guide is
typically included for led excursions. 
For more information visit coxandkings.co.uk 

   

A  

Cox & Kings introduces new collection of family holidays

Kids go free to 
Ras Al Khaimah

FAMILIES LOOKING for a
spot of sun, fun and
relaxation this summer
might consider a holiday to
Ras Al Khaimah. 

The tourist board has
partnered with a range of
tour operators to offer
packages that will enable
children under the age of
12 to stay for free. 

A short drive north of
Dubai International
Airport, the UAE’s
northernmost emirate
offers visitors a range of
five-star hotels and resorts
at four-star prices, with
beaches and hotels able to
offer a variety of activities,
while the desert and
mountains are ideal for
safaris and nature trails.
There’s also the Ice Land
Water Park to keep kids
entertained with its water
slides and families can
have a go at go-karting at
the newly built RAK Track. 
Visit
en.rasalkhaimah.ae/summ
er to see a listing of
selected partners and
family packages on offer.
Offers are valid from May 1
until September 30.
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ACCORDING TO Ranch Rider, Wyoming
is a hot contender for this summer’s top
family getaway as, on August 21, a total
solar eclipse will sweep across the state
and guests of the Goosewing working
guest ranch will have access to exclusive
viewing areas as the property is situated
on the path of totality. 
Western Wagon glamping is new for

the 2017 season and the ranch’s hand-
crafted wagons, some available for
families, have been converted into suites
with individual bathrooms. 
Set in the Gros Ventre Valley and

Bridger-Teton National Forest, each
wagon also comes complete with its own
Polaris Ranger UTV allowing guests to
explore the Jackson Hole Valley.
Additional activities on offer include

horseback rides, hiking, fishing, shooting
sports and spa treatments available
back at the ranch.
With departures available between

June 18 and September 3, a six-night
stay costs from £1,929 per person and
£1,639 per child aged six to 12 years.

This includes ranch activities and riding,
use of ranch facilities, taxes and
gratuities, but excludes return transfers
£170 (per group) from Jackson 
and flights. 
Call 01509-618811 or visit
ranchrider.com for details.
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Funway highlights trend in twin–
centre family getaways to Orlando
NOTING AN increasing desire from families to explore and
experience more destinations while away, Funway Holidays is
highlighting its range of Orlando twin-centre holidays.  
Malcolm Davies, product destination manager for the

operator, said: “The twin-centre trend continues to grow. This
is especially true for families who don't have a lot of time to
spare and want to double the value of the air fare by combining
two destinations in one trip. 
“The added value comes from the much greater variety of

experiences they can enjoy, in what could be completely
contrasting destinations in one trip - all at very little extra cost.
It's equally popular to simply visit two areas in one country or
even two hotels within the same city or beach resort.”
As an example, the operator is featuring a 14-night

Orlando twin-centre holiday with seven nights at Universal
Cabana Bay followed by seven nights at Disney All 
Stars Resort. 
Prices are from £699 per person including direct flights

from Gatwick with Delta Airlines based on two adults and
two children departing on September 6. 
The price includes a special offer with savings of up to

35% and exclusive theme park benefits - from early park
admission and complimentary delivery of merchandise
purchased throughout the resort, to complimentary
transport to and from the park and resort-wide charging
privileges with the room key.
Visit funway4agents.co.uk for more details.
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AN INCREASE in product choice, more affordable flights and
guaranteed sun, has led to a significant increase in family bookings to
Dubai in the first quarter of the year according to Travel Republic. The
company has revealed that family booking figures have increased by
64% since the beginning of 2017, compared to the same period last
year. The destination has also leapt into the company’s Top Ten
destinations for 2017, with an overall increase of 39% across all
bookings year-on-year, with family holidays showing the biggest
growth. Visit travelrepublic.co.uk for details.

Double the fun in the Dominican Republic at family-friendly properties
NEWLY OPENED and located on the El Cortecito Beach in the Dominican Republic’s Punta Cana lie two luxury and family-
friendly resorts - Sunscape Bavaro Beach Punta Cana and Sunscape Dominican Beach Punta Cana. 
The properties are conveniently located next to each other and guests can access the best of both worlds with a ‘stay at one

play at two’ concept. 
With its Unlimited-Fun concept where everything is included, guests can enjoy 24-hour access to unlimited food and

beverage options from more than 20 restaurant and bar options; à la carte dining with no reservations; and activity options for
all ages. 
The Explorer’s Club for Kids and the Core Zone Teens Club are both included as part of the package, and the properties

offer three swimming pools, a children’s splash park and direct access to the beach. 
Excursions are also available to nearby attractions such as swimming with dolphins, a Pirate Ship excursion, scuba diving

and shopping. 

Ranch Rider introduces ‘Western Wagon’ glamping in Wyoming
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Seychelles: 
The place for families

–

Accessible and affordable as never before, Seychelles is a great 
place to spend quality time with the family. Firstly, there are 
no visas required from any nationality and you can stay up to 
a month without extending your visit. Then there’s the fact 
that Seychelles is considered as the ‘land of perpetual summer’, 
providing day after day of balmy weather with temperatures 
rarely descending below 24° or rising above 32° centigrade. 

A good time for the family is waiting around every corner. 
The range of accommodation is vast and if you go for the 
ultimate in tropical pampering at any one of our 5-star resorts 
or exclusive island hideaways, no effort will be spared to cater 
to your every whim, including those of your children, as most 
top hotels offer Kiddies Clubs and programmes of entertainment 
for the young.

The Seychelles Secrets portfolio has now expanded to take 
in a total of 67 properties spread among the islands, making 
a Seychelles holiday accessible in terms of budget, authentic in 
terms of the diverse experiences it offers... and the adventure 
of a lifetime. Even many smaller hotels and self-caterings offer 
adjoining rooms and other amenities that are convenient 
for families.

Seychelles also offers excellent swimming and snorkeling in 
the crystal, welcoming waters just offshore and where you can 
discover the beauty which lies just beneath the waves. There is 

or even a cruise aboard a traditional schooner, catamaran or 
motor yacht from where you can discover the real beauty 
of Seychelles – by sea.

When it comes to meal time, there is a host of hotels and 
restaurants to tempt the family palate, with many offering special 
menus for the young and Seychelles is just the place to indulge 

Far as it is from the madding crowd, Seychelles is just the place to 
treat your family to a once-in-a-lifetime holiday, where welcoming, 
friendly smiles, a safe, pristine environment and entertainment 
galore will give you memories that will never leave you. 

      15:15
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Princess Cruises unveils new family features on Caribbean Princess
PRINCESS CRUISES’ 3,200-guest Caribbean Princess is currently undergoing a comprehensive two-week refit while in dry
dock at Freeport in the Bahamas. 
The multi-million pound renovations include new and upgraded family features and, when completed on April 6, the ship

will head to the UK, sailing the British Isles roundtrip from Southampton between May and September.
The refit will include new youth and teen clubs and each of the three centres will be renamed to mirror their designs:

The Treehouse for ages three to seven will be forest and animal-themed; The Lodge for ages eight to 12 is inspired by the
outdoors; and The Beach House for ages 13-17 is being designed as a contemporary surf-themed lounge.
In addition, there will be new activities and games including hands-on science experiments, mini golf tournaments,

talent shows and LEGO boat-building competitions. 
Jan Swartz, president of the cruise line, said: “With new amenities catering to families, Caribbean Princess not only

provides comfort and technology to stay connected but enriching experiences that can be shared together as a family – all
renovated with the goal of helping our guests create lifelong memories.” 
Prices for a 12-night British Isles sailing with an overnight stay in Dublin start from £1,399 per person, departing

Southampton on June 30.
For more information call 0843-373 0333 or visit princess.com

SINCE THE launch of the first British Airways flight from
Heathrow to Billund at the start of May last year, access to
LEGOLAND Billund Resort from the UK has become easier
and more convenient for families, opening a raft of new
opportunities for them to explore the history, landscapes,
attractions and towns in Southern Denmark. 
The LEGOLAND Billund Resort houses the original

LEGOLAND, Waterpark Lalandia and Givskud Safari Park as
well as Viking heritage sites such as the Jelling Visitor Centre. 
New for this year are an additional 50 new LEGO NINJAGO

themed holiday huts at the Holiday Village, which can each

accommodate between four and eight people. Also new are 30
‘Wilderness Barrels’ sleeping four, inviting families to stay 
the night. 
Located adjacent to Billund Airport, visitors can spend a

night at the resort and then travel to Denmark’s second city,
Aarhus, which is the European Capital of Culture 2017 and
European Region of Gastronomy 2017, before returning to
Billund or Aarhus airports. There are daily direct flights from
London airports, as well as Manchester Airport to both
Billund and Aarhus.
For further information see visitdenmark.co.uk 

            

Improved accessibility fuels growth in families heading to Denmark 
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INTRODUCING A new continent to its portfolio this year, TrekAmerica is now offering small groups of 18-38
year olds the chance to discover Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Uruguay, Argentina and Brazil. Including a host
of excursions; from crossing Bolivia's salt flats in a 4x4 and visiting Lake Titicaca's floating islands, to up-
close encounters with Iguazu Falls and time on Brazil's golden beaches, the operator’s new South America
tours range from 12–49 days. Visit trekamerica.co.uk for more information.
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THE LATIN American Travel Association
(LATA) has highlighted the latest tourism
figures and recent tourism developments
across South America. 
Tony Mason, CEO of the association, said:

“Since the start of 2017, LATA members have
experienced a growth in demand for travel to
popular Latin American destinations such as
Peru, Costa Rica, Chile and Colombia. Latin
America specialist Chimu Adventures reports
a 20% increase in demand for Chile and Costa
Rica in the last three months compared to the
same time last year, while Cox & Kings has
seen a 30% increase in sales to Costa Rica
and a 25% increase in sales to Peru 
since January.”
Journey Latin America has reported a

gradual increase in visitors to Colombia over
the past few years which has been attributed
to the daily Avianca flight from Heathrow to
Bogota (launched in 2014), the beginning of a
peace agreement between the Farc and the
Colombian government plus the move by the
Foreign Office to lift the travel restrictions

between Popayán and San Agustin 
last February.
Mason said: “Last year was a pivotal one for

Latin America with new flights and the
development of tourism infrastructure
catapulting the region to the top of the list of
desirable destination, and statistics for 2017
are looking very encouraging. 
“In 2016 Chile saw international passenger

numbers grow by 26% year-on-year. From the
UK specifically, visits were up 11% year-on-
year with more than 51,000 UK arrivals. This is
set to rise again in 2017 thanks, in part, to the
new BA flight route to Santiago. Colombia is
another hot destination right now and,
between January and October last year,
welcomed just under 38,000 UK visitors,
representing a 17.6% year-on-year
increase. Belize also saw UK tourism
arrivals grow by more than 5% in 2016, as
well as a 4.9% overall increase in cruise
visitors in 2016, with cruise passenger
arrivals exceeding one million visitors for
the first time.”

Debut Honduras itinerary
from JLA

JOURNEY LATIN America
has launched its first holiday
that focuses solely on the
highlights of Honduras.

The 11-day ‘Signature
Honduras: Jungle, islands
and Mayan ruins’ gives
guests the opportunity to
uncover this niche
destination and begins with
an overnight stop in San
Pedro Sula, before travelling
to the colonial town of Copán
Ruinas near the Guatemalan
border. 

Over the next two days
guests will explore the
Mayan temples at Copán and
a guided visit to a coffee
plantation. They will then
travel overland to Pico
Bonito for a stay in a lodge
set in a coastal 
rainforest, with a stop en
route at Lancetilla 
Botanical Gardens.

Once at the lodge, guests
will have time to explore the
area with a guided excursion
to Cayos Cochinos, an
unpopulated archipelago of
coral islets ringed by white-
sand beaches. The visit
includes a cruise among the
islets and a visit to a
Garifuna fishing community,
as well as time for
sunbathing and snorkelling. 

Guests will then have a
day at leisure at Pico Bonito
where there are a number of
eco-friendly activities
including white-water
rafting and visits to Mayan
ruins. The final three days
are spent on the Caribbean
island of Roatán.

The holiday costs £2,101
per person and includes
breakfast accommodation,
excursions and transfers.
International flights 
are extra.
For more details visit
journeylatinamerica.co.uk or
call 020-8600 1881.

LATA offers insight into emerging travel trends 

Travelsphere offers ‘Darwin’s Galapagos’ to would-be explorers
FOLLOWING THE BBC’s screening of the Galapagos Islands, Travelsphere is highlighting its
‘Darwin’s Galapagos’ tour.
Colin Wilson, sales director for the operator, said: “I am sure that the BBC series will inspire

customers to come and talk to travel agents about tours to this amazing destination. The
Galápagos Islands tour is a journey that has to be made by anyone who wants to explore a
truly different part of the world with amazing and unique wildlife.”
The tour begins with a two-night stay in Quito, Ecuador’s capital, before flying out to Isla

Baltra in the Galápagos where the group joins the cruise ship, Celebrity Xpedition, their home
for the next seven nights.
During the cruise there will be plenty of opportunities for guests to explore the water

surrounding the islands either by a small inflatable boat or snorkelling as the ship sails to
Gardner Bay on Isla Espanola and then on to Punta Suarez, home to the Red Marina Iguana. 
Other ports of call include Cormorant Point on the Isla Floreana and Isabela, an island

dominated by jet-black pahoehoe lava that extends as far as the eye can see. Here explorers
can see the large land iguanas, giant turtles and colourful blue-footed boobies. A further
highlight of the tour is a visit to the Charles Darwin Research Station on the island of 
Santa Cruz.
Prices for the 12-day tour start at £5,399 which includes three nights in a four-star hotel in

Quito and seven nights on Celebrity Xpedition, scheduled flights and transfers.
Visit travelsphere.co.uk or call 01858-588406 for details.
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Visitor arrivals to Chile hit
record high

TURISMO CHILE recently announced
that tourism data compiled by the
Department of Statistics found
international tourism arrivals to Chile
last year were up 26% compared to
2015, with UK visitors showing an
increase of 11%.
European arrivals grew by 9%

compared to the previous year, with
449,667 visitors from Europe recorded
in 2016 - of which 51,611 were from
the UK, up 11% from 2015.
Luis Felipe Cespedes, minister of

economy, promotion and tourism,
said the increase was the result of a
targeted tourism strategy
implemented by the government. This
included a new international
campaign as well as a considerable
increase in connectivity during 2016. 
Tourism is projected to see a 14%

increase in international arrivals this
year - from 5.6 million to 6.4 million.
For more information see chile.travel

   
 

A

Inkaterra opens new property in Peruvian Amazon
INKATERRA IS to open a new Amazonian property in June dedicated to offering
guests the opportunity to get involved with its sustainability efforts.

The Inkaterra Guide Field Station, located in the Tambopata National Reserve,
offers travellers the opportunity to explore the rainforest and participate in various
conservation projects. Daily trips to the Gamitana Model Farm, where the
organisation works with local communities and the Bio-Orchard will educate guests
on sustainable techniques whilst the canopy walkway takes visitors along a series of
hanging bridges, offering a unique opportunity to view the wildlife diversity in the
rainforest. Keen birdwatchers can also take a boat trip to River Island to explore the
floodplains that play home to many bird species.

Four cabanas will be available, equipped with two double beds, a private terrace,
mosquito nets, private bathroom and hot water. Two large Pavilions will also offer a
shared-living set up, housing eight shared rooms, each with a private bathroom,
sleeping up to four guests per room. The restaurant will operate a communal dining
concept and will serve only local ingredients and healthy dishes from the 
Amazon region. 
Rates start from $320 for a four-night/five-day itinerary. 
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For more information visit us at: www.aireu
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INSIGHT VACATIONS is offering a 22-day Luxury Gold ‘Grand Tour of South America’
delivering an in-depth exploration of Peru, Chile, Argentina and Brazil with enriching
and authentic experiences. As examples, guests can meet an expert in traditional
Peruvian weaving in Cusco and the founder of the continent’s most iconic jazz club, The
Maze, in Rio de Janeiro. Prices start from £8,725 per person including flights.

southamerica
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Efes Turkish Restaurant in Mile End

We asked our staff the following question this week:

What's your favourite restaurant?

Crossword:
Across: 1. CUNARD, 3. BAHT, 7. LAGOS, 9. ESSEX, 10. ORANGE, 13. CANARY, 15. KUONI, 17. NICKI, 18. ELBA, 19. MAN-
AMA. 
Down: 1. CELTIC, 2. NIGELLA, 4. AMS, 5. TAXI, 6. VERA LYNN, 8. SLOVAKIA, 11. GALICIA, 12. MANILA, 14. SKYE, 16.
ORB. 

Highlighted Word: CORSICA

Where Am I?: Carnac, Brittany, France.

puzzlesolutions
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DREAMS RESORTS & SPAS ARE SPECTACULAR 
BEACHFRONT RESORTS, PERFECT FOR COUPLES AND 
FAMILIES. ENJOY ALL THE INCLUSIONS OF UNLIMITED-
LUXURY®, LIMITLESS DINING, SNACK & BEVERAGES, 

SPACIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS WITH 24H ROOM SERVICE 
& WI-FI, DAILY LAND & WATER ACTIVITIES, LIVE NIGHTLY 
ENTERTAINMENT, COMPLIMENTARY GOLF GREEN FEES, 
SUPERVISED EXPLORER’S CLUB FOR KIDS AND MORE!

Dreams ARE MADE OF THIS.
DREAMS PLAYA MUJERES GOLF & SPA RESORT

Perfectl y situated in the exclusive gated 
community of  Playa Mujeres next to a 

world-famous golf  course, Waterpark on-site 
including two watersl ides, 10 dining options, 

13 bars and lounges…

DREAMS RIVIERA CANCUN RESORT & SPA

Mayan-themed Explorer’s Club for kids 
that features a planetarium and pyramid-

shaped climbing wall. All suite within jetted 
aromatherapy whirlpool bathtub. Stunning 

ocean views, 15 dining & beverages options…

DREAMS TULUM RESORT & SPA

Ideal l y situated within close proximity to the 
historic ruins of  Tulum and eco-adventure 

park of  XelHa, a unique, tradit ional Spanish-
style wedding chapel, complimentary 

tradit ional Temazcal ceremony located on-
site, adults-only section and more!

EXPERIENCE UNLIMITED- LUXURY® FOR COUPLES AND COUPLES WITH CHILDREN IN MEXICO: CANCUN • HUATULCO

LOS CABOS • NUEVO VALLARTA • PLAYA MUJERES • PUERTO AVENTURAS • RIVIERA CANCUN • TULUM 

CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED TOUR OPERATOR FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO BOOK. BECOME A MASTER AGENT
TODAY AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF INCREDIBLE INDUSTRY RATES, INCENTIVES AND MORE AT AMRAGENTS.CO.UK

      17:33
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5 days from only £529pp

NEW FOR 
2017

15 days from only £2,299pp

NEW FOR 
2018

8 days from £1,199pp 8 days from £999pp 8 days from £1,199pp

8 days from £1,199pp 5 days from £729pp 15 days from £1,899pp

8 days from £1,099pp 8 days from £1,199pp 8 days from £1,299pp
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01283 744370
agencysales@rivieratravel.co.uk

rivieraexpert.com

      
      rivieratravel.co.uk/agents

      trade-gate.co.uk
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